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Motivation

a) Incoherent DVCS on deuteron+ pi^0 + BH (central 
gamma or gamma gamma + p + n)
b) Timelike Compton Scattering (central e^+e^-)
c) Phi production in eA (central K^+K^- + 
intact/dissociated ion)
d) Upsilon in ep (e^+e^- or mu^+mu^- + proton)
e) Backward/u-channel photoproduction of omega -> pi^0 
gamma.
f) Z_c^+ -> J/psi pi^+ (or other spectroscopy channel)

Yellow Report

Exclusive and Tagging Group 
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Why do we need PID for exclusive?

H1, 0910.5831

STAR, 1702.07705

If different VMs are  
all at different single
fixed mass value, 
we do not have 
PID issue. 

Phi mass window +-20MeV 3



SARTRE simulation of phiàKK kinematics
Exclusive fàKK
In e+Au at 18+110 in SARTRE 
with |eta|<4 

Provided by Thomas 
in standard generator

Fixed mass value for all VM in SARTRE, 
Possible choices of implementing 
spectral functions: 
1. Keep 3Vector p, change mass
2. Keep energy, change mass and 3Vector
3. Figure out how to implement energy 

and momentum conservation globally
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VM spectral function 

STAR PRC2017
Ignore omega term 5



Misidentified ràpp as fàKK

Mass window +-20MeV Rho/phi cross section is 7.6

f

“r”

15%, consistent with H1 result

Ignore other VM (w, r’) contaminations for now
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Pion/kaon PID RICH type of detector at 1m, if incident 
angle is >600 , minimum pt reach the 
detector is 0.9GeV/c 

dE/dx type of detector pion/kaon merge 
around p~=0.6GeV/c

ACLGAD at ~0.5m with 30ps resolution, 
three particles in the event, eKK, 
will have minimum pt reach of 0.2GeV/c 
and pion/K separation at 1.2GeV at 3s.
Scale from the existing TOF performance 
at STAR 

Allow reasonable overlap with other PID 
detectors and meet the YR science goal 
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Least Chi2 method of TOF PID
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pathlength L=2p/(30B)Asin(30B*R/2/pt)
R=50 cm: radial location of LGAD TOF
B=3T Bfield
p, pt: momentum of daughters (GeV/c)
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Kaon vs pion pairs
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Chi2<4.6 (90% efficiency) for correct pairs
Effective even at p~=3GeV/c



Background rejection power
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>100 rejection power
LGAD TOF ALONE

Misidentified rho background in phi

After LGAD TOF chi2<4.6 cut



Summary

• A low-pT TOF is required for achieving YR science goals on exclusive 
VM diffractive measurement
• ACLGAD right outside of silicon tracker will meet the requirement 
• More details and realistic simulations are necessary for the proposal 

but all the simulation and assessments are based on the existing data 
and simulations
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Comments and suggestions I got today at PID 
meeting
• Physics requirements, what is required in terms of eta coverage? 

From YR, it is from -4<eta<4. 
is this what we need to cover, whole kinematics? 
Current proposal of eta coverage of silicon tracker and LGAD is [-1.54,1.4]
• Scattering electron timing information? 

Do we have the timing for electron detection? 
The electron beam bunch timing? 
• If no electron timing, if two daughter momenta are back-to-back, 

the PID would not work. 
Phase space is small, but it is automatically included in the chi2 
distribution (both pion/kaon will produce identical chi2)
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Different pseudorapidity range +-2 vs +-4
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